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9. (a) Turn dress onto back side. (b) Line button up with top of center dress 
and press �rmly to secure tape. (c) Turn over and set aside. Note, using the 
backside of button works best for a smoother face.

10. Wings (a) Place fabric square wrong side up turned to make a diamond. 
Take hold of top corner and fold in down to match bottom corner, fold well. 
(b) Take hold of left corner tip, fold down towards lower edge, 11/2” from left 
corner tip. Unfold. Use ruler at bottom of sheet 2 of instructions.

11. (a) Take hold of left corner tip, fold down towards lower edge, 21/2” from 
left corner tip. (b) Repeat on right side by taking right corner tip and 
folding it down towards lower edge, 11/2” from right corner tip. Unfold. Take 
hold of right corner tip, fold down towards lower edge, 21/2” from left 
corner tip. Unfold.

12. (a) Re-fold the left 11/2” down, then fold fabric back up1/8”,  keeping fold 
line parallel to the original fold. Refold the left side 21/2” down, then fold 
fabric back up1/8”,  keeping fold line parallel to the original fold. (b) Repeat 
on right side.

13. (a) Place a 11/2“strip of tape down the center of wings. (b) Place angel 
on top align center top of wings with button edge. Press down to secure 
tape.

14. Trace wig patterns and cut wig pieces from treated fabric. Choose 
between straight style wig front (easiesr to cut) or the curled wig front. 
Or try creating your own wig style for added fun. 
(a) On wrong side of fabric wig front, add tape. Carefully turn over and 
center bangs above the lower two button holes (or center 2 button holes if 
using 2 hole button). Press �rmly to secure tape.

15. (a) Optional hanging tab, use a 2” length of light cord or heavy string 
folded in half. Place a strip of tape on wrong side of the fabric wig back 
piece, then place folded cord so that it shows well above top of button (in 
order to hook through hang tab). (b) Place 2 strips (3/4”) of tape on wrong 
side of wig back as shown and carefully turn over and center it on top of 
button back matching front wig edges. Firmly press to secure tape.

16. Halo, place halo on work surface wrong side of fabric up. Fold over 1/2“ 
from each end. Fold a 1” strip of tape in half lengthwise. Tear in half and 
place on each wrong side of ends of the halo strip and stick onto upper 
back side of wig back (about 1/4” from top of wig). Allow the halo to project 
out in front a bit.

17.  Optional stand, trace stand pattern and cut from treated fabric. 
(a) Place a long strip of tape along one edge of stand and wrap the other 
edge around on top and even with tape edge. Firmly press to secure tape. 
(b) set stand upright on solid surface and place body strip into top of stand 
(under wings). Adjust to balance and steady angel.
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1. (a) Start with the wrong side of the fabric facing upwards on your work-
surface. Pull the right edge of the fabric over to meet the left edge and fold 
the fabric in half.  Make a crease, then unfold back to the white square. 
(b) Pull the lower edge over to meet the top edge, crease, (c) unfold. 

2. (a) Take the right edge of the fabric and pull it to the middle crease line. 
Make a fold. (b) Take the left edge of the fabric and pull to the middle 
crease line. Make a fold. Unfold your fabric completely back to a square . 
(c) Place the right side facing upwards on your work-surface and the crease 
lines or folds running horizontally from side to side

3. (a) Take hold of the right-most fold and pull this to the middle crease line 
and crease the paper down. Take care to line the fold up evenly before 
making your crease. (b) Repeat this process with the left fold and pull it to 
the middle crease  line then crease the fabric down evenly.
(c) Turn your fabric so that the pleat runs vertically on the work-surface.

4. (a)Take hold of the top edge of fabric and fold in half . (b) Take hold of the 
top layer and pull this back up about half an inch away from the folded 
edge of the fabric. (c) Turn the fabric over so the right side of the fabric is 
now facing upwards on your work surface. 

5. (a) Re-fold the waist on the dress to make the front pleat. Start with the 
right side. Take hold of the right edge of the waist fold and pull this up a 
little as indicated by the arrow. Make a crease along the waist fold which 
should now be angled slightly. Re-fold center skirt fold created by the 
waistband fold to create a new pleat.  (b) Repeat on left side.

6. (a) Turn the dress over so you see the back. Place strip of tape near right 
fold at waist, (b) take hold of the right edge near the top and pull this over 
to the middle of the dress and press down on tape. (c) Re-fold the edge of 
skirt so that it sits more at an angle.  (d) Repeat left side of dress.

7. (a) Fold waistband in half lengthwise, unfold. Take hold of top edge and 
fold down to meet center fold line. Take hold of bottom edge and fold up 
to meet center fold. Place tape strip along backside of waistband where 
edges meet, fold waistband around angels back and press down �rmly.

8. (a) Fold fabric body strip in half lengthwise, unfold. (b) Place strip of tape 
on one side of fold, lay toothpick on tape (c) fold other edge over to 
enclose pick, press closed. (d) On right side of button place small strip of 
tape below button holes and a 21/2” strip of tape along one side of body. 
Place body strip onto button back (tape side facing down).

Angel materials: 
Terial Magic
1” button, 2 or 4 hole  (use backside for face)
12” x 5” piece of  fabric for angel costume
2” x 2” piece of fabric for wig
1/4” Express-it double sided tape or hot glue
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Treat fabric with Terial Magic, dry, press & cut:   
2 - 4” x 4”  squares for dress and wings, 
1- 21/2” x 1” strip for waistband, 
1- 21/2” x 5/8” for body 
1- 3” x 3/16” strip for halo
Cut wig front and back from traced pattern pieces  
Cut optional stand from traced pattern piece
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